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READ 2 Reimbursable Advisory Services (RAS) Program Update 
 

The READ 2 RAS Program continues supporting Russia in building the capacity of its experts and 

researchers in measuring and improving the quality of education. Since its launch, the Program has 

supported the introduction of a Doctoral Degree Program in Educational Measurement and Evaluation, a 

Master of Arts Degree Program in Education Quality, training programs in education quality, and a Small 

Grants Program.  

 

The Small Grants Program (SGP) 2016 round has been completed, with five research teams finishing their 

one-year hands-on projects and submitting their final reports. The READ 2 RAS Program will support the 

dissemination of the SGP results through presentations by research teams at thematic international 

conferences and workshops as well as publication of articles in academic journals, including in the 

biannual Eurasian Association for Educational Assessment (EAOKO) journal, Education Quality in Eurasia.  

 

The EAOKO Journal is also supported by the READ 2 RAS Program and serves as a platform for 

dissemination of relevant studies on educational quality by researchers from different countries. 

Submission of articles for its seventh issue is ongoing and will close on April 15, 2018. Authors are welcome 

to submit their papers on trends, best practices, and experience from Europe and Central Asia (ECA) 

countries in education assessment. More information is available at the EAOKO website (in Russian only). 

 

Preparation for the next EAOKO annual conference has also started. This year, the conference will take 

place in Dushanbe, Tajikistan in October. The tentative theme of the conference is “Education Assessment 

at Various Levels of Education.” Detailed information about the conference, including the venue and the 

precise dates, will become available on the EAOKO website shortly. 

 

The Russian Training Center (RTC), through the Moscow School of Social and Economic Sciences, will 

continue to offer online courses and face-to-face seminars. The courses offered by the RTC are designed 

for policymakers, educational quality, and assessment professionals and focus on the current methods, 

approaches, and best practices in carrying out student learning assessments as well as deisgining policies 

to foster learning. The RTC online courses are free of charge and will be made available in Russian under 

the READ 2 RAS Program. For example, one of the forthcoming courses focuses on development 

economics and international development aid, and aims to increase the knowledge of policymakers in the 

politics of international development, the principles of donor functioning, and the trends in international 

aid policy. This course focuses on international best practice in designing policy measures and on project 

preparation in the context of international development.  

 

A research grant contest “Quality assessment at the regional level: from student grades to student 

assessment,” aimed at highlighting the best practices in education assessment at the regional level, has 

been launched for Russian-speaking teams in ECA countries. The contest is organized by the Moscow 

School of Social and Economic Sciences, the National Institute of Education at the Ministry of Education 

of the Belarus Republic, and the Fund of Education Technologies with support from EAOKO and the Center 
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for International Cooperation in Education Development (CICED). The deadline for submission of 

proposals is April 16, 2018. More information is available at the EAOKO website (in Russian only). 

 

The READ 2 RAS team is open to collaboration with international colleagues with expertise in education 

quality and student assessment. To learn more about the READ 2 RAS Program, please contact Tigran 

Shmis, Program Manager (tshmis@worldbank.org), Denis Nikolaev, Education Specialist 

(dnikolaev@worldbank.org) and Dmitry Chugunov, Research Analyst (dchugunov@worldbank.org). 
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